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Fully indccomposable and essentially non-singular rectarrgular matrices arc defined, together 
with scvcral similar, but more general, classes of matrices. WC define the submatrix nullity of a 
matrix IO be 11 r: maximal sum of the dimensions, taken over all non-vacuous zero cubmatrices, 
and also intro&cc a complementary quantity, the cover rank, which is an extension of the term 
rank. Properties of the various classes of matrices are investigated, and varmus characterizations 
of these classes are derived. Bonnds on the submatrix nullity and the cover rank of the product of 
two non-negative matrices are obtained. and the problem of classifyi.ng the praduct into the 
various classes is investigated. 
1. Introduction 
hlly indecomposable non-negative square matrices have pltiyed an important 
role in matrix theory. Full indecomposability for r~hzangwlar matrices was intro- 
duced in (151 in connection with a certain type of matrix scaling. in this paper fully 
indecomposable, and some related types of matrkes, are defined in a different way, 
a&3 ‘a is %szawn W& TtiB WS 3@5&2&2 XA 5XGI ?S&SSSS~SS\~ 4s ~+M&sz!! Wl 
that given in (IS]. Various properties of these matrices are investigated, and their 
connection with bipartite graphs [S, 61 is also discussed. Many of the results 
aWik3&8 in 58) tas spxkax* mzMiw~ 85% %-sw~ to cxwj u-w to tk sxWsqyS~~ case 
with appropriate modifications. 
The submatrix nullity of an PI x n non-negative matrix. A, @(A ), introduced in 
[4, S], is consideted, together with a new complementary quantity, o(A), the COW 
rank of A, and aher related quantities. The cover rank. which is re’lated to the 
index @ COWP ir&ucibiky (42, is an extension of the classical concept of the Ierm 
rank, P(A) (2,3, 10, 11, 161, in the sense that p(A ) - min {o(A ), m, n ). Definitions 
and results for tactangular c~senrially Nan-singular and strongly essentially Nan- 
sing&t matr@zs aire given, and their relation to My indecomposable matrices is 
inv&l$atttd. 
The matrix prduct of two son]-negative maAc::s A and B is considered and 
bounds on p(M) and o(AfJ) an: obtained; certaivr of these are very similar to a 
weft-known bound on the ctassical matrix rank. In aridition, the question of whether 
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AB belongs to any of tine various classes of mlatrkes considered (fully intlecompos- 
able, etc.), given the classes to which A and 13 belong, is discussed and completely 
answered. Finally, a su’ffkient conditioil for an extended product of fn119y indecom- 
bk mattkes to be strictly positive. is obtained. 
In a sequel to the present paper the Kroneclcer product [Z], A Q B, will be 
wwidered in a similar manner, and ?lpper and Iower bounds on @(A @B) and 
It is assumed throughout that all matrices are non-negative, and in particular that 
A is an m x n non-negative matrix. Furthermore, it is also assumed throughout 
that all matrix bimensions are at least 2, and in partictilar that m, qp 3 2 Several of 
the results hold even if dimensions of unity are allowed, in particular most of the 
ra;i#ts of Section 6, notably Theorems 6.1 and 6.4. Various other resultr, including 
some of Section 7. s!so hold in this case if FI .and semi-F1 matrices are defined by 
Remark 4.2 (a) arr.d lb). We use the notations A st 0, A 9 0, to denote nc+n-negative 
qsd sfricgfy psi~itle matrices, respectively. If A is no) strictly positive we write 
A 3 0. Similar notations are used for vectors. Iln this swtiun WC usw;‘ie rhar m 6 tat. 
Iltinh~ion 2.1. A is fuMy indecomposrrble (Ff) if there exist no permutation 
matrkes P aad 0, m x M and n x n, reqpectively, such that 
where All is a square non-vacuous ubmatrix, and the bottom left-hand zero 
submatrix (or, equivalently, AZ,) is also non-vacuous. Ef A is not fully indecompos- 
able, it is pdy dkmqxmble. 
2.2. A is semi-f&y indecomposable (semi-PI) if there exist no permu- 
tation matrices P and Q, p11 Xnr and n x IZ, respectively, such that 
where AI, is a square non-vacuous su’bmatrix, and the top right-hand zeio 
submarrix is also non-vacuous. 
n&n 2,3. A is weakly fdfy indecmtqwsabfe (weakly FI) if there exist no 
permutation matrices ,IJ and Q, m x HZ and n x n, respectively, such !&at 
An, is a quare non-vacuous Blubautrix, and AZ2 is also non-vacuous. 
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Dsfinitions 2.1 to 2.7 are generalisations of the concept of j~fZ indecomposaBi&y 
to rectangular matrices. In the square case, m = n, alI three dctfinitions are 
equivalent to the definition of a square f&y indecomposable matrix [8]. 
If A is m x n with m > II then we define A tO be FI, semi-FL or weakly Fl if A T 
iscarrespcmdingly FI, semi-FI, or weakly FL It is easily seen that eve)ry FI matrix is 
semi-PI, and ah that every semi-FI matrix is weakly FI. The prec:ise distinction 
benveen semi-F1 matrices and weakly FI matrices is characterised by the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2.4. An m x n matrix A, m 6 n, is weakly Fi but nor semi-FZ if and only 
if there orzik&~7W3~~~%3 rnpbices P Bti 0, W3 X m B& n x n, ?qpE3iz&p, Sk& B&32 
PAQ = (A,t 01, (4) 
where A,, is an m x m FZ submatrix and the right-hand zero submatrix is 
‘non - vacuous. 
Although Theorem 2.4 can be proved directly, a shorter graph-theoretic proof 
will be given at the end of Section 4, as this proof depends on (17-2tij in that 
section. 
A different definition of full Lldecomposability for rec&zangrrla~ matrices has been 
givon by Marshall and Olkin [15]. The following theorem establlishes the zquiva- 
lence of their definition with that given in Definition 2.1. 
.As with Theorem 2.4, the proof will be given at the end of S’ection 4, since this 
proof is simplified by utilising Remark. 4.2 of that section. 
3. Iwimlnaries II 
3.1. 
A popasubmatrix o,f A is an s x t submatrix of A’ with 1 S’I s < m and I s c < n. 
A (k>, I)-cow of A, 0 Q k s m, 0 G t Q n, is a set of k rov’ys and I cDfumns of A 
such that every nanmxo element of A is in one of the POWS or one of the columns 
of the 3eb* 
A pqw cover od A is a (k, &cover with UC k =C m and 0 d I *C n. The 
cclrrevding d&&ion in [4] contains a misprint in requiring 0 < k q: m and 
Q< t 4 rt, as this wuuld invalidate Remark 2 of that paper. 
A SW&@ ~RFJXT CQMY of A is a proper (k, &cover with k, 1’ r 0. 
T.I. Fenncr, G. Ldzou 
Oeneralising the definitions in 14, 8) ta the rectangular 
submarrix nullity of A, #3(A), as max(s + t}, the maximum 
non+%cwtis r X C 7sl3 &%&aWke of A, a2222 $?!(A ) 4% ma. 
now h&g taken over all proper s x t zero submatrices of A. From the above 
mi~K?nT#, for 2% =I$ we hzvtz j5@)= m c -#$ _jI’fPij= 7% c VI -2: ISI PI 33 we 
me j#j A) = ,%$A) = 0. NoIe t3tar tis ‘Is s%@Q-v &%e~eri3 %3m j%& vi&z~e @fa>, 
for A ,O, is defined to be equal to unity. Nowever, the new definition does not 
invalidate any of the results in (S]. 
1% is well known that min(irr + I), taken over all (ic, J)-covers of A, is equal to 
p(A), the unrt rank of A 111, 16). Similarly, we define the c~wrrunE of A, a(A), 
min(k + I}, taken over all proper (k! Q-covers of A, cf. the index of cover- 
irre&3&5%iiy )a), ax& w’$ A) smin>\E + \>,I&*n 0’3w 5% ~tit$~~X-2~~3 $‘A, ‘I>-%Di+Icfs 
of A. From these definitions, if A = 0 we have that u(h) = 0, d(A) = 2. For A > 0 
we define a(A)“Z a’(A) = m + n. This assures that (Q-(9) below are valid for 
It is reaihly vef1h& rhat 
o(A)+fl(A)==m SIZ 
(ax Remark 2 in [4]). Similarly, 
a’(A)+P’(A)=m +n. 
F%%vis? ,z?iY 2t&dh?s* ti is ss#%T a?&? if A hi% rso zeio fx?#s c?i- cohm 
B’(A) = P(A), d(A) = o(A). 
it also follows that, if A # 0, 
B(A)- 1 ~PVWPW. 
a(A)au’(A)ao(A)+ 1. 
Final’ry, since p(A)S min{m, n), we have that 
p(A) =z min(cr(A), m, n}; 
thus the cuver rank is essentiatfy an extension of the term tank concept. 
.Again generalising the definitions in [8] to rectangular matrices, we define c,, (k), 
I !ZG k s m, to be the minimum number of non-zero columns taken over all k x n 
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Correspondingly, from the dtfinition of /3’(A ). if A has no zero rows, 
with a similar formula in terms of r, (s) if A has no zero columns. 
Corresponding, but slightly more complicated, formwfae for p’(A) may be 
obtained when A lwts me or more zero rows or columns. The results of Remark 3.2 
can be expressed in terms of cr(A ) and u’(A ) by using (5) a.nd (6). We also note that 
we can genera&e Remark 2 of [8] CO an m x n matrix A ; similar resuIts can be 
obtained involving @‘(A) instead of /3(A). 
The following theorem is a straightforward entension of Theorem 1 of [X] to 
rectangular matrices, and may be proved in a sitnilar manner. 
Theorem 3.3. Fur an m x n matrix A, 
(a) rA(n-c,(k))sm -k <rA(n--c,(k)+l), O=Gk =sm, 
(bj cdm-rA(S))sfi-S <~A(~T#-~A(S)+~), O=GSSFZ. 
Using (15), (If) yields 
B(A)=m;mxIk~n-c,(k~l1~k~m -rA(X)). 
(14) 
(19 
Equations (12) and (13) may be similarly simplified. 
2% TX Fentier, G. Loirou 
m f n and A is semi-FI; and K(A ) is redwci& if A is not semi-F1 (or equivalently 
nor weakly FI, as A has no zero rows or columns). 
The ncighBourh~&, fA (x), of a vertex x E X i’s the set of vertices adjucertr to x, 
i.e., {y 1 xy E E}. If S c X we define &“A (S) = U,,,F, (x), where c denotes set 
incl&on, c being reserved for proper inclusion. The cardinality of a Yet S is 
ft can easily be seen that the following graph-theoretic definition of CA (k) is 
equivoltent to that given previously: 
c~(k)=min~J~~(S)/fScX,ISl=k~, OSkbm. 
A corresponding definition of r,, (s) may be expressed similarly. 
(161 
4. cbar~*risations 
4.1. 
of the classes of FI matrices 
In his se&n we again assume m c n; corresponcimg results for m > n may be 
obtained by replacing A by AT where appropriate, and exchanging m and n, cA ( - ) 
a,nd rA ( l ), and X and Y. We now give a number of characterisations of the three 
types of FI matrices. Several of these are generalisations of results in [g] to 
rectangular matrices. 
Remark 4.1. (a) A is H if and only if A contains no (non-vacuous) (m - s)x s 
zero submatrix for any s, i.e., 1 d s G m - 1. 
(b) A is semi-F1 16 and only if A contains no (non-vacuous) k X (n - k) zero 
submatrix for any k, i.e., 1 c k Q minim, II - 1). 
(c) A is weakly FI if and only if A contains no proper k x (n - k ) zero submatrix 
for any k, i.e., 1 Q k c m - 1. 
Using Remark 4.1 we can express these characterisations in terms of the various 
quantities de6ned in Section 3. 
Remark 4.2. 
(a) A is FI if and only if #3(A)C m - 1, or equivalently fi’(A)*; m - 1. 
(b) A is semi-F1 if and only if /3(A)< n - 1. 
(c) A is weakly F’l if and only if fi ‘(A ) s n - 1. 
Using (5) and (6), Remark 4.2 may be rephrased in terms of a(A) and o’(A). 
R 4.3. 
(a) A 
From Remark 4.1 and the definition of cA (51, we easily obtain: 
is Ff if and only if c,,(k)*k+l+(w-m), let-k GM -1. 
(b) A h smi-H if and only if &(k)*k + 1, : f6 kciesz arin{ti,n y f). 
(c) A is weakly FI if and only if c.+. (k)* k + 1, 1 %‘-k ‘6; m ‘- 1. 
u&s may be obtained in terms of rA (s). “. 
. . . . 
CorresIlonding to Remark 4.3 we can obtain graph-theoretic haracterisatfons 
directly from (16): 
Remark 4.4. 
la) A isFI +c=a iL(S)j>fS/+(n--m), WSCX, SPS. 
(b) Aissemi-FI a ~~,(S)J>iS~,~S~~X,S#a,~S~<iYJ=n. 
(c) A is weakly F1 @ (r.,(S)/+/, VScX, Sf0. 
If m = n these all reduce to: 
(171 
(W 
(19) 
AisF1~4 I~,,(S)/>JSI,VSCX,S#O. wv 
Finally in this sub section, we relate our resuhs to Lewin’s characterisation of 
square FI matrices [ 121. Letting v+(x) denote the number of non-zero (positive) 
elements in a non-negative n-vector x, we note that, for 06 s d n, 
rA(.s)==Tr (v+(Ax)lv+(x)=s). (21) 
The corresponding version of Remark 4.3 (a) for rp\ (s) states that A is Ff if and 
on@ if rA (s) 3 s -+ 1 for 1 g s s M - 1. Using (21), this yields: 
Remark 4.5. For an M x n matrix A ~0 
A is FI CLIl v,. (A x) > v+(x), Vx%O, G < vi (x) < m. 
For A square, this is just Lewin’s Theorem 2 [X2]. Corres;?onding results for 
semi-F1 and weakly FI matrices can be similarly obtained. 
4.2. 
tJsing the characterisations (17-20), and Remark 4.2, we are now able to supply 
the previously omitted proofs of Theorems 2.4 and 2.5, respectively. 
proof of Theoren 2.4, Assume that A is weakly F1 bvrt not semi-FL Consider 
K(A), then by (18) there exists SGX, Si0, /Si<!Y/ such that lr,(S)ls/S[. 
Hence from (19) it follows that we must have S = X, and thus IX 1-c 1 Y 1, i.e., 
m C n. Thius, f l’“~ (X)1 G IX [ = m, so there exist P and Q such that PA Q has the 
required form (4). We now G ‘KW that All is FI. The bipartite graph of AI, has 
vertex cets X and rA (X), and the same dge set E as K(A), so I’,,,, = rA. Now., by 
(19), I!“& (S)I>\S/ for ali’ S CX, S#15. So, since JIAIl = r,,, A,, is FI by (20). 
Now assume, conversely, that there exist P ana Q such that (4) holds with A 1 1I an 
m x m FI submatrix, and the zero submatrix non-vacuous. Obviously m <: n, and, 
considering M(A), we have 1 Itn (X)1 6 f X 1, so A is not wmi-FI, by (18). As before 
K[;k :,) ha$ vertex isets X and I’,, (X), and edge set E, so rA ,, = TA. From (20), since 
Alt is FI, ff,,,(Sp/ > 1 S 1 far all S CX, SZ0. So, since f Afr = rA, A is weakly FL 
by wo* 
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Proof of Theorem 2.5. Suppose A is FI then, by Remark 4.2 (a), /3(A) -G m - 1. 
Thus no submatrix of A can have submatrix nulfity exceeding m - 1, so every 
m x m submatrix of A must be FI, again by Remark 4.2 (a). 
C&aversely, suppose that every m x m submatrix of A is FI, but A is noi FL 
Tberl there exist P and Q such that (1) holds, which in turn impliles that the m.lx M 
submatrix comprising the first m columns of (1) cannot be FI, contradicting the 
hypothesis. 
3. IbaentEalty non-dnguhr matrices 
5.1. 
An II x n matrix A is defined to be essentially rum-singular (ENS) if it has a 
positive permanent (i.e., the term rank p(A) = nj. 
Lemma 5.1. For any m x n nratrix A, m G n, and any u, 0 =G v G m - I, p(A) s 
m - v if and only if every (tn - vj x (m - vj submatrix of A is E,‘vS. 
Pro&. Suppose that p(A) G m - v, then if some {m - uj X (m - uj submatrix of 
A were not ENS, this submatrix, and thus A, would have submatrix nullity 
exceeding m - or, contradicting the hypothesis. 
Conversely, if #~(A)B m - tl + 1, A must contain an :F X (m - o + 1 - sj zero 
submatrix for some s, 1 C s s m - ;o. Then no (m -- v j x (,w -- uj submatrix of A 
containing this zero submatrix can be ENS. 
The characterisation of square FI matrices given by Brualdi in, (11 is the special 
case r;f Lemma 5.1, when IIX = n and u = 1. The following remark, which is another 
case pi’ Lemma 5.1, is an extension 08 that characterisation to the rectangular cause. 
I 
Remark 5,2. An rr! v r~ matrix A, m s n, is FI if and only if e:re 
(m -- I) x (m - I) submatrix of A is ENS. 
1 q 
t 
‘We now general& the concept of an ENS matrix to the r$ctan@lar case, ant use 
these notions to obtain di%rent gemeralisations of “Drualdi’s cha.racterisation from 
rhat of Remark 5.2. Again, in this secthrl, we assume A is nor x: +: dh m k n; 
corresponding results for the case ,% > n may be obtained by exchanging m at: d rr, 
and CA ( - ) and r,, ( - ). If m =: n, A iis ENS if and only if p(A) = .R, or equivaltlntly 
U(A) 2 n, by (IO), or /3(A) 6 n, by I(S). This motivates the following definitions. 
De&&ion 5.3. 
o(A ) 3 nr. 
A is essentially non-singular (ENS) if @(A ) G n, or, equivalertly, 
i 
TYIw, from (lQ), A is ENS if and o,nIy if p(A) = m, i.e., A has a pasitiw diagmal. 
f)ekGnp ?!I:: pwmanent, per(A), of an ~lt X n matrix A, m d It., BS in f13, p. KP] we 
S if and only if per (A ) > 0. 
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If m L-= n then we define A to be ENS, or strongly ENS, if A ’ is correspondingly 
ENS, or strongly ENS. We can obviously establish characterisations of ENS and 
strongly ENS matrices corresponding to the characterisations of semi-F1 and FI 
matrices in Remarks 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. 
-5.2. 
Characterisations of 
Theorizm 2.5, are MM 
of ENS matrices, somewhat analogous to 
Theorem 5.5. An m x n matrix A, m d n. is. ENS if and only if some m x m 
sukrzatrix of A is ENS. 
Proof. If A is E!rlS then it has a positive diagonal. Therefore the m x m 
submatrix of A containing the eiemenis of this diagonal is ENS. 
Conversely, if A has an ENS m X m submatrix then the positive diagonal of this 
submatrix is: aIscr a positive diagonal of A, .w A is ENS. 
The foflowing theorem is the special case of Lemma 5.1, when IJ = 0. 
Theorem 5.6. An m X n matrix A, m d n, is ssrongly ENS if and only if every 
m x m sicbmarrix of A is ENS. 
Theorem 5.6 is precisely analogous to Theorem 2.5, however, thel*e is no 
corresponding precise anallogue to Theorem 5.5. From Theorem 2.4 it follows that 
if some m X m sllbmatrix of A is FI then A must be weakly FI. HOWWX, there 
exist weakly FI matrices (which, by iVirtue of Theorem 2.4, must in fact be !,emi-FI,) 
which have no m I? M F’I submatrices_ For example, 
1100 
A- 1 
I 
0110. 
OQlt I 
Here A is semi-m, but no 3 X 3 submatrix of A is FI. 
5.3. 
The following iemma is used to obtain generalisations of Brualdi’s characleri~a- 
tion. We denote the set {1,2,. . ., k) by Nk. 
LefuatR 5.7. Let A, be the (m -- 1) X (n - 1) matrix obtained by deleting ,‘he ilk row 
snd the j” column of A, then 
B’(A)-max(B(AU)jiEN,.j~~N,,b. 
&&. Let @‘(A] = K, and let B be a gropw zero submatrix of A whcxe 
dimensions sum to K. Thus there exists some IOW of A, say the s”‘, and some 
~oluntn, say the t’*, which are not in R. So /3(A.,,,)* N. 
Now let max #(A,,)1 i E N*,j E N,} = a, and r~ppose the maximum is attained 
f’s~ APF Thus A, has a zero submatrix whme dimensions sum to A. This is 
tarily a proper zero submatrix of A, so fi ‘(A) s h. 
coro&try 5.8. Forany K, QGQK Qm 4-n-2, 
@‘(A)GM a B(AuP% ViEN,, vj E PI,,. 
The following two theorems are special casc:s o’f Corollary J.H, and follow .from 
Remark 4.2. 
T em 5.9. The matrix A is Fl if and only if every (m - 19 x (n - 1) submatrix of 
A is strongly ENS. 
Theorem 5.10. 7’he matrix A ir weakly FE if av,d only if every {rn - I.) x (n -- 1) 
SU~LU& of A Js ZNS, 
Thcrc is no charscterisation for semi-F1 matrices analogous to Theorems 5.9 anal 
S.liJ. If A is IsemWf the most we can deduce about the A,, is that thl;?y are ail ENS. 
Cl”cmvcrsely, the weakest condition that we can impose on the A,,* in orcler that A be 
semi-F! ir that they are all semi-F1 as laell. However, this is not a necessary 
condition since, by Lemma 5.7, it is, in fact, a necessary and sufficient condition for 
p’(A) c n - 2, and it is easy to construct a semi-R matrix A with @‘(A ) = n - 1. 
In the remaining sections we drop the previous assumption that m r~;; n. fn this 
section we consider the various quantiti.es defined in earlier sections, and hov they 
reDate tc> the product of two or more nratrices. We first state a theorem which is a 
general.!sation of Theorem 3 01 [8j and may be proved in a similar manner. 
Th~em 6.1. La A be an m x n matrix and B an n x p matrix. 7%en 
CAIt (k 1 zB cs f CA (k ))t 0s k Gm. 
by Th~amm 6.1 and Ksmark 3.1, 90 c,(l) = 0, i.e., B has at least one zem row. 
In fact B has exactly IO - rs(p) zero rows, and 0 < rlB(p) < n. So L3 has an 
In - JB@)) .X p zero submatrix, If the irh row nf B is non-zero then the i”’ column of 
A must be zero, as AB := 0. So A has at least rR @) zero columns, and thus contains 
i$n m X r~ (~1) LC&Q submatrix. 
The following theorem yields an upper bound on the submatrix nullity of AB. 
P(AB), in terms of /3(A) and P(B). 
I’hmrem 6.4. Let A be an m x n matrix and B an n x p murk. Then. 
(i) if A has no zero rows and B has no zero cotumns 
B~AW~~~JWA~+B(B~- ndX 
(ii) if’ A has MI IWO rows 
/3(AB)s max(13(A)+ p(S) - n. m +- p “-c,,(n)). 
(iii) if B has no zero columns 
(iv) in UN CCLS~S 
I%&. (i) If Ab > 0 tha result follows triviaIt!, so we assume ABb 0. Then let 
@(AS)= w ;L2, and suppase AB hztq an s x t zern submatrix, where s + t = w. 
Without kss of generality we may assume (by permuting the rows of A and the 
columns of B) that AB is in the form 
T.Z. Fewer, 0. Loizar 
i 
n x @ - c), then A6 = (0 A&& Considering the xero submatrices of 11 we have, if 
I < p, i.e., B # 0, 
p(B) = max {/~(S,Z) +f, n + I} 
and, similarly, 
(22) 
/3(AB) = max @(A&2) + t, m + t}. 
&plying part (i) of the theorem to the product ABt2, (23) yields 
(23) 
B(AB)amax{B(Ab+p(B)-n,m +t). (24) 
We note that (24) still holds even if I = p. TJow, cB(n) = p - t, so the result (ii) 
follows immediately. 
(iii) Similarly, we may now suppose that A bar, exactly s zero rows, P > 0, and, 
without loss of generality, these may be taken to be the first s ro ‘s. Letting 
A’ = (Q A &) the result (iii) follows in a manner exactly analogous to the proof of 
part (ii). a 
(IV) Without loss of ,generality, we now suppose that A has exactly s 1 ero mws, 
.v > 0, and B exactly I zero columns, I > 0, these being the first s rows of 4 and the 
Lint t columns of B, respectively. If A and B ar,e partitioned as in (iii) and (ii), 
respecrively, then i 
where R,,H,, is (m - s) X @ - r). We suppose that Aar and Blz arc non-vacuous, 
otherwiscl A or f3 is zero. We then have that 
fl(AS) = max (#3(~A1&) + s t t,p + s, m -t t}, 
50, by part ii), 
p(AB) Q max (p(A2,) + j3(B,,) - n + s + r. s t t, p + s, m + t). 
Since @(A,,) d #3(A) - s and @(Blz) Q $(B) - t, we thus obtain 
fi(AB) s max (B(A) t /3(B): - n,p + s, m f C), 
from which the result immediately follows. This completes the proof. 
If m d n and p s n then in all cases Theore.m 6.4 yietds the bound 
B(AB)amax{P(A),S(g),B(A)+B(B)-n). 
The foflowing corollary expresses the result of ,Theorem 64 (iv) in terms cd the 
cower rank. Similar resufts hold ,for the othsi cases. 
,I 
ry 6.5. a(AB) s min (&(A ) + c(B) - n, c~(n \, rA (n)).- 
_.’ 
./,,. 
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It ca3 easily be demonstrated, bq, an example, that no non-trivial lower boun:i on 
@(AB’j ((EC upper bound on u(AB), may be obtilined. 
Corollary 6.6. p(A.8) a P(A ) + p(B) - n. 
Proof.- From CoroIfary 6.5 and (10) we have 
pfAs);sminl{p(A)+p(B)-n,cs(n),r~(n).m,p~. 
If r,., (n) < m then the (r, (n),O)-cover of A consisting of the non-zero rows is a 
proper cover, so a(A) =G rA (n). Thus, whether or not rA (n) < m, p(A) C rA (n) G 
m. Similarly, p(B)& ce(n)s:. The result then follows since p(,4), p(B)s n. 
This result can also be obtained from the analogous ‘theorem for the ordinary 
raLnk, R ( - ), of a matrix: [14, Theorem 5.6.5] by conGdering, for each of the matrices 
involved, the associated formai incidence matrix [17]. 
Let X be the m x n matrix of the mn independent indeterminates x,~, 16 i c m, 
1 Q j G n, then the ftvrnal incidence matrix associated with A is the Hadamard 
product M = A *X, Then, as in [7j, p(A) == R(A * X). Similarly, let Y and Z, 
respectiveiy,. be n x i> and m X p matrices of independent indeterminates. The 
above quoted theorem [14] thus yields 
R((A*X)(.3*Y))aR(A*X)+R(B*Y)-n=p(A)+p(B)-n. (2% 
Now (A o X)(B * Y) and (AD) * 2 have zeros in precisely the same positions, but 
the non-zero elements of the former matrix may not be independent. Thus 
R((A *X)(B*Y))=zR((AB)*Z)=g(AR), 
which, with (Z), yields Corollary 6.6. 
Analogues to Theorem 6,4 and Corollary 6.5 for /3’( - ) and a’( * ), respectively, 
can be simiiarly established, 
7. Matrox pmducts II 
We now turn our attention to producrs t>f matrices beloni$ng to the vmrious 
dasses discussed in Sections 2 and 5. For conciwness, we into Jduce the fo’llowing 
abbreviations foi the five classes of matrices we are considerang, viz. FI, semi-F1 
(SF’I). weak@ FI (WFI), ENS, and strongly ENS (SENS). We consider the product 
AS, cd an m x n matrix A and an n x p matrix B. For ease of reference we now 
summa&e thecharacterisationsgiven i  Remark 4.2, and Definitions 5.3 and 5.4: 
A isFI* ,B(A)smin{m,n}-1, 
A is SENS c=+ @(A)s min(m, n}, 
‘W) 
(27) 
(283 
A is WFI rul @‘(Ala max(m,n)- I, (29) 
A is ENS r--4 P(A) G max (m, n}. (30) 
The conesponding characterisations for I.? are obltained by replacing m by p. For A 
and I3 with each of the pruperties (2&30), we determine the strongest property that 
is necessarily possessed by the product AB. Since a matrix has one of these 
properties if and only if its transpose has the same property, ahd (AB IT = BT A T, 
we can restrict our attention to the case m g p. We split up this case into the three, 
partially overlapping, subcases: 
mapen, mGtl6p, n S-G m G I?. (31) 
The results are derived from Theorem 6.4 and its analog,ue for p’( e), so it is 
convenient o obtain se@rately the results for the case in which A has no zero rows 
and 23 has no zero coJumns. We then consider the; general case, in which the results 
obtained are slightty weaker. For A satisfying any of (26-30) we have that 
@(A) C max (m, n), SD A can only have a zero row if M > n:. Similarly, 19 can only 
Rave a zero column if p > n. Considering the 3 cases of (31): if M g p c a, A has no 
zero rows and B has no zero columns; if m s tl c p, A has no zero rows but B may 
have zero columns; if n Q m s p, A may have zero rows a~ B may have zero 
columns. 
Tables l-5 summarise the results in the various possibJe cases. ff A is FI or SEPlS 
then /3(A) 6 min (m, n), so A can have no zero rows or columns, and similarly for 
B. In the cases in which both A and I3 are at least SENS (aud possibly FI), we can 
deal with the 3 cases of (31) simuJtaneously. Consider, for example, the case when 
both A and I? are FI, then #+(A ) g mitt {m, n) - 1, B(S) r~ min (n, p) - 1, hence, by 
Theorem F, 4 (i). 
Table 1 
fnspsn 
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Table 3 
n 6 m G p. .A no zero rows, B no zero wlumns 
- - - 
- - - 
- 
TtMe 4 
mancp 
I___-- --__Iy 
SENS SFl ENS 
---- -m-- 
FI SF? WFI WH 
m_y_.-_I -.s-. 
SENS SR WFl EMS 
SR SF1 WFI’ WFI 
-- v-11 
ENS SFI WFI’ ENS 
7X JMner. G. Loixou 
Table 5 
ncmL5p 
SFI I __ - 
- m._ - - 
ESS I - - - - 
._.__-__J-- -” 
5 
So#3(AB)s min(m, n,p} - 2, and thus AB is FL The other cases in which A and B 
are SEMS or FI follow similarly, and therefore the upper left-hand 2 x 2 sub table is 
identica! in all fi,ve tables. 
The d&ermination of the: remaining entries in the tables involves a tedious, but 
straightforward, analysis of the many cases, depending principally on Theorems 2.4, 
5.5, and 6.4 and its analograe for p’( - ). The relations FI =+ SF1 =+ WFI z+ 
ENSt FI + SENS + ENS, are used to reduce the number of cases to be 
considered. Examples to show that the entries in the tables are the best possible can 
be c:rnsrructed. Further details can be found in 19). 
7.3. 
We now consider the product of a number of matrice?, A:, AZ,. . ., AL, where A, 
is n, .t x n,, 16 j s k. Letting ITi == A,A, * * * Ai, we have, by Theorem 6.4 (i), 
assuming no zero rows or eofummj iii any A, 
+ @(A,)- +,,O (32) 
If all the A, are strongly ENS then @(Ai) - ttj ._1 Q 0, for all j* and, in this case, using 
632) repeatedly yields 
13 (fI ) =:’ miaX { ,$ p(A,)- ‘$ ttj*O} p (33) I 1-1 
which may be prayed by induction on k. We can now obtain an upper bound on ttte 
bm~~~rix nullity of a product of matrices which are FI or strongly ENS. 
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Theorem 7.1. Let A ,, AZ, . . ., Ac he strongly ENS matrices, where A, is n, , x n,, 
1 SG j s k, and h of the A, are FI, then 
Prwf. By (215) and (27) 
(35) 
Now 
nlinIn,-,,n,~=t(n,..,+n,)-51n, --n,.+j? (36) 
so, sumrn :ng (36) for j = 1.2,. . ., k. and using (39, (34) follows immedi,ate!y 
from (33). 
Corollary 7.2. If A *, A -, . . ., A, are all Fd and 
(37) 
then their product & is strictly positive. 
It is easy to see that the right-hand side of (37) may be weakened to the simpler 
form minl,a,~li(nlj - 1. 
8, Con&cWg c0mment.c 
The cover rank of A, o(A ), is of interest as it is an extension of the term lank, 
p(A). It is partic&uly interesting ta note the remarkable similarity between 
Coroflary 6.5 and the classical theorem for the matrix rank [ 14, Theorem 5.6.51, and 
also the analogous result for &he term rank, viz.. Corollary 6.6. However, by 
constructing suitable examples, we have shown [9] that other bounds on the rank of 
a praduct of matrices, such as Theorems 5.6.2 and 5.66 in [ 141, have no analogues 
for the cover rank, nor even the term rank, although the result on the rank of a sum 
of two matrices 114, Thaoren 5.61) does bold for the term rank, but not for the 
cover rank. All of these rel;larks concerning U( *) also apply to a’( * ). 
Note addled la proof 
The combinatorial aspects of some of the results in a recent paper by D.J. 
Hartfief (Resuhs on measures of irreducibility and full indecomposability, Trans. 
Atnt?~, Math. Sec. 202 (1975) X7-368) are special cases of certain of our results; in 
fact, some are msentiaily the same as the corr-sponding results in [S]. More 
s4 T.1. Fenner, G. Loizou 
specifically, CoroYlaries 1 and 2 of ldartfiel are related to Theorem 6.4 md 
ineqrwlity (33) of the present paper, respectively; Corollary 4 of Hart&A to 
Cordary 2 of 181; and Corollary 5 of Hartfiel to Remark 5 of [S] and Corollary 7.2 
of the present paper. 
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